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Global Childhoods beyond the North-South
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Divide
Politics in North and South Korea provides students with a
comprehensive understanding of the political dynamics of the
two Koreas. Giving equal weight to North and South Korea,
the authors trace the history of political and economic
development and international relations of the Korean
peninsula, showing how South Korea became democratized
and how Juche ideology has affected the establishment and
operation of a totalitarian system in North Korea. Written in a
straightforward, jargon free manner, this textbook utilizes both
historical-institutional approaches and quantitative evidence
to analyse the political dimensions of a wide variety of issues
including: Legacies of early-twentieth-century Japanese
colonial rule South Korean democratization and democratic
consolidation South Korean diplomacy and North Korean
nuclear crises The economic development of both North and
South Korea The three-generation power succession in North
Korea North Korean human rights issues Inter-Korean
relations and reunification This textbook will be essential
reading for students of Korean Politics and is also suitable for
undergraduate and postgraduate courses on East Asian
Politics, Asian Studies, and International Relations.

The North and South
The Alstons and Allstons of North and South Carolina by
Joseph Asbury Groves, first published in 1901, is a rare
manuscript, the original residing in one of the great libraries of
the world. This book is a reproduction of that original, which
has been scanned and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing
tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation.
Restoration Editors' mission is to bring long out of print
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manuscripts back to life. Some smudges, annotations or
unclear text may still exist, due to permanent damage to the
original work. We believe the literary significance of the text
justifies offering this reproduction, allowing a new generation
to appreciate it.

North and South
This book explores urban life and realities in the cities of the
Global South and North. Through literature, film and other
forms of media that constitute shared social imaginaries, the
essays in the volume interrogate the modes of production that
make up the fabric of urban spaces and the lives of their
inhabitants. They also rethink practices that engender
‘cityness’ in diverse but increasingly interlinked
conglomerations. Probing ‘orientations’ of and within major
urban spaces of the South –Jakarta, Rio de Janeiro, Tijuana,
Delhi, Kolkata, Luanda and Johannesburg –the book reveals
the shared dynamics of urbanity built on and through the
ruins of imperialism, Cold War geopolitics, global
neoliberalism and the recent resurgence of nationalism.
Completing a kind of arc, the volume then turns to cities
located in the North such as Paris, Munich, Dresden, London
and New York to map their coordinates in relation to the
South. The volume will be of great interest to scholars and
researchers of media and culture studies, city studies,
development studies, Global South studies, urban geography,
built environment and literature.

North and South America
This innovative atlas deconstructs the contemporary image of
the North–South divide between developed and
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underdeveloped countries which was established by the 1980
Brandt Line, and advocates the need for the international
community to redraw the global map to be fit for the 21st
century. Throughout the book a range of colorful maps and
charts graphically demonstrate the ways in which the world
has changed over the last 2,000 years. The atlas first
analyzes the genesis and characteristics of the Brandt Line’s
North–South divide, before going on to discuss its validity
through the centuries, especially before and after 1980, and
demonstrating the many definitions and philosophies of
development that exist or may exist, which make it difficult to
define a single notion of a Global North and South. The book
concludes by proposing new schemes of categorization
between developed and developing countries which might
better fit our contemporary global society. This book will serve
as a perfect textbook for students studying global divisions
within geography, politics, economics, international relations,
and development departments, as well as being a useful
guide for researchers, and for those working in NGOs and
government institutions.

The Commercial Fishery in Lake Oahe, North and
South Dakota, 1964-70
Read about the Northern states, the Southern states, and the
causes of the Civil War.

Geographies of England
North and South is one of Elizabeth Gaskell's best known
novels. North and South is set in the fictional town of Milton in
the North of England when industrialisation was changing the
city. The novel has frequently been favourably compared to
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the similarly-focused Shirley by the better-known novelist and
friend of Gaskell, Charlotte Brontë. Forced to leave her home
in the tranquil rural south, Margaret Hale settles with her
parents in the industrial town of Milton where she witnesses
the harsh brutal world wrought by the industrial revolution and
where employers and workers clash in the first organised
strikes. Sympathetic to the poor whose courage and tenacity
she admires and among whom she makes friends, she
clashes with John Thornton, a cotton mill manufacturer who
belongs to the nouveaux riches and whose contemptuous
attitude to workers Margaret despises. The confrontation
between her and Mr Thornton is reminiscent of Elizabeth
Bennet and Mr Darcy in Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen,
but in the broad context of the harsh industrial North.

North, South, East, and West
This book examines the trend towards regionalism in the
contemporary world order. Until quite recently, studies of
regionalism tended to focus on developments in
theindustrialized areas and/or on the so-called Third World.
However, the term 'ThirdWorld' has ceased to have much
analytical significance and scholars have moved on
toexamining instead the political economy of an increasingly
interconnected global order. As one leading scholar of
international political economy has phrased it, a 'main
sourceof academic uncertainty and confusion has been the
collapse of the Third Worldcoalition of less.

Reporting Climate Change in the Global North
and South
It was curious how the presence of Mr. Thornton had power
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over Mr. Hale to make him unlock the secret thoughts which
he kept shut up even from Margaret. Whether it was that her
sympathy would be so keen, and show itself in so lively a
manner, that he was afraid of the reaction upon himself, or
whether it was that to his speculative mind all kinds of doubts
presented themselves at such a time, pleading and crying
aloud to be resolved into certainties, and that he knew she
would have shrunk from the expression of any such doubtsnay, from him himself as capable of conceiving themwhatever was the reason, he could unburden himself better to
Mr. Thornton than to her of all the thoughts and fancies and
fears that had been frost-bound in his brain till now.-from
Chapter XXXV: "Expiation"As interest in 19th-century English
literature by women has been reinvigorated by a resurgence
in popularity of the works of Jane Austen, readers are
rediscovering a writer whose fiction, once widely beloved, fell
by the wayside. British novelist ELIZABETH CLEGHORN
GASKELL (1810-1865)-whose books were sometimes initially
credited to, simply, "Mrs. Gaskell"-is now recognized as
having created some of the most complex and broadminded
depictions of women in the literature of the age, and is today
justly celebrated for her precocious use of the regional dialect
and slang of England's industrial North.North and SouthGaskell's fourth novel, which was originally serialized in 1854
and 1855 in the periodical Household Words, edited by
Gaskell's friend Charles Dickens-draws on Gaskell's own life
as the wife of a progressive preacher in Manchester for its
tale of the tumultuous romance between a minister's daughter
and a wealthy mill owner. The plight of the poor as well as the
class divisions of the era come to the fore here, and helped
establish the author's reputation as a champion of the
working class. Adapted as an acclaimed 2004 BBC
miniseries, this is perhaps Gaskell's most beloved
work.Friend and literary companion to such figures as
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Charlotte Bront -of whom Gaskell wrote an applauded 1857
biography-Gaskell is today being restored to her rightful place
alongside her. This delightful new edition is an excellent
opportunity for 21st-century fans of British literature to
embrace one of its most unjustly forgotten authors.

The Alstons and Allstons of North and South
Carolina
This book explores children’s lives across the Global North
and Global South in the context of academic discussions of
childhoods. The edited volume offers a unique selection of
materials suitable for teaching in the areas of children,
childhoods, young people, families, and education in a global
context, as well as specific aspects of international
development and social policy. While the focus of the project
is conceptual rather than practical, the holistic understanding
of childhoods that it encourages should also enable
practitioners to better ensure that they are improving the lives
of the children.

Love and War
Young Readers Learn About North, South, East, And West
Through Simple Text And Photos.

Politics in North and South Korea
North and South
To what extent has a North-South divide been a structural
feature of England’s geography during the last millennium
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and to what extent has it been especially associated with, and
recognized during, particular periods in the past? These are
the central questions addressed in this pioneering exploration
of the history of a fundamentally geographical concept. Six
essays treating different historical periods in time are
integrated by their common concern with two geographical
questions: first, to what extent is it possible for us to detect a
material or tangible North-South divide in England in those
periods in terms of regional differences in, for example,
population, economy, society and culture; and, secondly, how
important was the idea of such a divide to the geographical
imaginations of contemporaries? A concluding essay by the
editors reviews the social construction of England’s
geography and history and the significance of the NorthSouth divide as a cultural metaphor

Homicide, North and South
Since 1948, the World Health Organization (WHO) has
launched numerous programs aimed at improving health
conditions around the globe, ranging from efforts to eradicate
smallpox to education programs about the health risks of
smoking. In setting global health priorities and carrying out
initiatives, the WHO bureaucracy has faced the challenge of
reconciling the preferences of a small minority of wealthy
nations, who fund the organization, with the demands of
poorer member countries, who hold the majority of votes. In
The World Health Organization between North and South,
Nitsan Chorev shows how the WHO bureaucracy has
succeeded not only in avoiding having its agenda co-opted by
either coalition of member states but also in reaching a
consensus that fit the bureaucracy's own principles and
interests. Chorev assesses the response of the WHO
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bureaucracy to member-state pressure in two particularly
contentious moments: when during the 1970s and early
1980s developing countries forcefully called for a more equal
international economic order, and when in the 1990s the
United States and other wealthy countries demanded
international organizations adopt neoliberal economic
reforms. In analyzing these two periods, Chorev
demonstrates how strategic maneuvering made it possible for
a vulnerable bureaucracy to preserve a relatively autonomous
agenda, promote a consistent set of values, and protect its
interests in the face of challenges from developing and
developed countries alike.

Between North and South
“Grounded in the urban politics of the 21st Century worldwide, this thoughtful volume hooks urban food – and
especially its production – to social justice in a realistic and
manageable way.” —Diana Lee-Smith, Mazingira Institute,
Kenya “An excellent international overview of urban food
democracy and governance, with impressive geographical
reach.” —Andre Viljoen, University of Brighton, UK This edited
collection explores urban food democracy as part of a
broader policy-based approach to sustainable urban
development. Conceptually, governance and social justice
provide the analytical framework for a varied array of
contributions which critically address issues including urban
agriculture, smart cities, human health and wellbeing and
urban biodiversity. Some chapters take the form of thematic,
issue-based discussions, where others are constituted by
empirical case studies. Contributing authors include both
academic experts and practitioners who hail from a wide
range of disciplines, professions and nations. All offer original
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research and robust consideration of urban food democracy
in cities from across the Global North and South. Taken as a
whole, this book makes a significant contribution to
understanding the potential enabling role of good urban
governance in developing formal urban food policy that is
economically and socially responsive and in tune with forms
of community-driven adaptation of space for the local
production, distribution and consumption of nutritious food.

'Twixt North and South
Between North and South chronicles the three-decade-long
struggle over segregated schooling in Delaware, a key border
state and important site of civil rights activism and white
reaction. Historian Brett Gadsden begins by tracing the
origins of a long litigation campaign by NAACP attorneys who
translated popular complaints about the inequities in Jim
Crow schooling into challenges to racial proscriptions in
public education. Their legal victories subsequently provided
the evidentiary basis for the Supreme Court's historic decision
in Brown v. Board of Education, marking Delaware as a
center of civil rights advancements. Gadsden's further
examination of a novel metropolitan approach to address the
problem of segregation in city and suburban schools, wherein
proponents highlighted the web of state-sponsored
discrimination that produced interrelated school and
residential segregation, reveals the strategic creativity of civil
rights activists. He shows us how, even in the face of
concerted white opposition, these activists continued to
advance civil rights reforms into the 1970s, secured one of
the most progressive busing remedies in the nation, and
created a potential model for desegregation efforts across the
United States. Between North and South also explores how
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activists on both sides of the contest in this border
state—adjacent to the Mason-Dixon line—helped create,
perpetuate, and contest ideas of southern exceptionalism and
northern innocence. Gadsden offers instead a new framework
in which "southern-style" and "northern-style" modes of racial
segregation and discrimination are revealed largely as
regional myths that civil rights activists and opponents
alternately evoked and strategically deployed to both advance
and thwart reform.

Forever England
Ten species were commercially harvested in Lake Oahe,
among which bigmouth buffalo predominated (63.8% of the
total weight), smallmouth buffalo and goldeye ranked second,
and third. Variations in the seasonal and annual production of
buffalo were governed by market conditions and availability.
Production and minor species depended on the amount of
fishing effort directed toward the harvest of buffalo. Gill and
loop nets were principal fishing gears. The fishing season
usually extended from April through December; most fishing
was in May through August.

North and South
The North the South and the Environment
North and South
This book reveals how journalists in the Global North and
Global South mediate climate change by examining
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journalism and reporting in Australia and Bangladesh. This
dual analysis presents a unique opportunity to examine the
impacts of media and communication in two contrasting
countries (in terms of economy, income and population size)
which both face serious climate change challenges. In
reporting on these challenges, journalism as a political,
institutional, and cultural practice has a significant role to play.
It is influential in building public knowledge and contributes to
knowledge production and dialogue, however, the question of
who gets to speak and who doesn’t, is a significant
determinant of journalists’ capacity to establish authority and
assign cultural meaning to realities. By measuring the visibility
from presences and absences, the book explores the extent
to which the influences are similar or different in the two
countries, contrasting how journalists’ communication power
conditions public thought on climate change. The
investigation of climate communication across the NorthSouth divide is especially urgent given the global commitment
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and it is critical we gain
a fuller understanding of the dynamics of climate
communication in low-emitting, low-income countries as much
as in the high emitters, high-income countries. This book
contributes to this understanding and highlights the value of a
dual analysis in being ably draw out parallels, as well as
divergences, which will directly assist in developing crossnational strategies to help address the mounting challenge of
climate change. This book will be of great interest to students
and scholars of climate change and environmental journalism,
as well as media and communication studies more broadly.

The World Health Organization between North
and South
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The first volume of John Jakes’s acclaimed and sweeping
saga about a friendship threatened by the divisions of the
Civil War In the years leading up to the Civil War, one
enduring friendship embodies the tensions of a nation. Orry
Main from South Carolina and George Hazard from
Pennsylvania forge a lasting bond while training at the United
States Military Academy at West Point. Together they fight in
the Mexican-American War, but their closeness is tested as
their regional politics diverge. As the first rounds are fired at
Fort Sumter, Orry and George find themselves on different
sides of the coming struggle. In John Jakes’s unmatched
style, North and South launches a trilogy that captures the
fierce passions of a country at the precipice of disaster. This
ebook features an illustrated biography of John Jakes
including rare images from the author’s personal collection.

Records of the Towns of North and South
Hempstead, Long Island, New York [1654-1880]
This open access book looks at the migration of Southern
European EU citizens (from Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece)
who move to Northern European Member States (Belgium,
France, Germany, United Kingdom) in response to the global
economic crisis. Its objective is twofold. First, it identifies the
scale and nature of this new Southern European emigration
and examines these migrants’ socio-economic integration in
Northern European destination countries. This is achieved
through an analysis of the most recent data on flows and
profiles of this new labour force using sending-country and
receiving-country databases. Second, it looks at the politics
and policies of immigration, both from the perspective of the
sending- and receiving-countries. Analysing the policies and
debates about these new flows in the home and host
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countries’ this book shows how contentious the issue of intraEU mobility has recently become in the context of the crisis
when the right for EU citizens to move within the EU had
previously not been questioned for decades. Overall, the
strength of this edited volume is that it compiles in a
systematic way quantitative and qualitative analysis of these
renewed Southern European migration flows and draws the
lessons from this changing climate on EU migration.

Regionalism Across the North-South Divide
Tide Tables, East Coast of North and South
America, Including Greenland
Chronicling the fates of six English families, this chronicle of
England in the twentieth century examines the circumstances
of birth, class, economic opportunity, and social custom that
define the lives of ordinary English people.

Whaling North and South
While H. V. Redfield was not the first person to note the
elevated amount of interpersonal violence in Southern and
border states, Homicide, North and South was the first book
to investigate regional differences in murder systematically,
by discussing counts and rates from different states and the
two major regions side by side. It appears to be the first book
to draw on newspaper clippings to document homicide rates
quantitatively, and it certainly was the first work to do so in a
systematic, comparative fashion. Redfield was the first person
to use multiple data sources, both news clippings and (from
those states that collected and published them) mortality or
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criminal statistics. Where possible, he compared such records
with one another to establish their joint reliability.

The North and South Trilogy
The North-South divide in England is rooted in prehistory and
attested throughout recorded time in widely varied sources.
This book traces its development from earliest times and
provides a corrective to the popular notion that the divide only
originated with the Industrial Revolution. A major theme of the
study is the development of northern consciousness, and the
presence of Scotland across the northern border is seen as
an important factor in shaping northern English identity, as
well as the attitudes of southern kings and governments to
the north.

North and South (Classic Reprint)
The first volume of John Jakes’s acclaimed and sweeping
saga about a friendship threatened by the divisions of the
Civil War In the years leading up to the Civil War, one
enduring friendship embodies the tensions of a nation. Orry
Main from South Carolina and George Hazard from
Pennsylvania forge a lasting bond while training at the United
States Military Academy at West Point. Together they fight in
the Mexican-American War, but their closeness is tested as
their regional politics diverge. As the first rounds are fired at
Fort Sumter, Orry and George find themselves on different
sides of the coming struggle. In John Jakes’s unmatched
style, North and South launches a trilogy that captures the
fierce passions of a country at the precipice of disaster. This
ebook features an illustrated biography of John Jakes
including rare images from the author’s personal collection.
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The Global North-South Atlas
Tide Tables, East Coast, North and South
America, Including Greenland
The north-south divide in Britain is not a line drawn across the
country above which everyone is poor and below which
everyone is rich, but there are fundamental economic,
political and social differences which are widening every year.

South and North
The Main and Hazard families clash on and off the Civil
War’s battlefields as they grapple with the violent realities of
a divided nation America’s master storyteller continues his
reign with Love and War, a story steeped in passion and
betrayal. With the Confederate and Union armies furiously
fighting, the once-steadfast bond between the Main and
Hazard families continues to be tested. From opposite sides
of the conflict, they face heartache and triumph on the
frontlines as they fight for the future of the nation and their
loved ones. With his impeccable research and unfailing
devotion to the historical record, John Jakes offers his most
enthralling and enduring tale yet. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of John Jakes including rare images
from the author’s personal collection.

Heaven and Hell
The searing conclusion to the North and South Trilogy brings
the battle between the Mains and Hazards—and Confederate
and Union armies—to a brilliantly satisfying end The last days
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of the Civil War bring no peace for the Main and Hazard
families. As the Mains’ South smolders in the ruins of defeat,
the Hazards’ North pushes blindly for relentless industrial
progress. Both the nation and the families’ long-standing
bond hover on the brink of destruction. In the series’ epic
conclusion, Jakes expertly blends personal conflict with
historical events, crafting a haunting page-turner about
America’s constant change and unyielding hope. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of John Jakes including rare
images from the author’s personal collection.

Northwood; Or, Life North and South: Showing
the True Character of Both
When her father leaves the Church in a crisis of conscience,
Margaret Hale is uprooted from her comfortable home in
Hampshire to move with her family to the north of England.
Initially repulsed by the ugliness of her new surroundings in
the industrial town of Milton, Margaret becomes aware of the
poverty and suffering of the local mill workers and develops a
passionate sense of social justice. This is intensified by her
tempestuous relationship with the mill-owner and self-made
man, John Thornton, as their fierce opposition over his
treatment of his employees masks a deeper attraction. In
North and South, Elizabeth Gaskell skillfully fuses individual
feeling with social concern, and in Margaret Hale creates one
of the most original heroines of Victorian literature.

The North-south Divide
Excerpt from North and South Margaret heard her aunt's
voice again, but this time it was as if she had raised herself
up from her half-recumbent position, and were looking into
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the more dimly lighted back drawing-room. Edith Edith cried
she and then she sank as if wearied by the exertion. Mar aret
stepped forward. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books.
Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing
page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however,
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.

Avatar: the Last Airbender--North and South
Library Edition
North and South Illustrated
The essays in this study contribute to an analysis of the
prospects for the world's economy in the face of
environmental constraints. The contributors examine the
implications of development in both northern and southern
hemispheres, and the extreme differences between rich and
poor nations in the distribution of income, resource use and
consumption. Using extensive case studies from WIDERsponsored research, the text explores the limits and
consequences of further development.

Urban Food Democracy and Governance in
North and South
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"Created by Bryan Konietzko, Michael Dante
DiMartino"--Preliminaries.

South-North Migration of EU Citizens in Times of
Crisis
North and South
History of arctic whaling and author's experiences as
photographer with the Southern Whaling and Sealing Co. in
Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1923-25.

The North and the South
Two families are united—and torn apart—by the Civil War in
these three dramatic novels by the #1 New York
Times–bestselling master of the historical epic. In North and
South, the first volume of John Jakes’s acclaimed and
sweeping saga, a friendship is threatened by the divisions of
the Civil War. In the years leading up to the Civil War, one
enduring friendship embodies the tensions of a nation. Orry
Main from South Carolina and George Hazard from
Pennsylvania forge a lasting bond while training at the United
States Military Academy at West Point. Together they fight in
the Mexican-American War, but their closeness is tested as
their regional politics diverge. As the first rounds are fired at
Fort Sumter, Orry and George find themselves on different
sides of the coming struggle. In John Jakes’s unmatched
style, North and South launches a trilogy that captures the
fierce passions of a country at the precipice of disaster. In
Love and War, the Main and Hazard families clash on and off
the Civil War’s battlefields as they grapple with the violent
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realities of a divided nation. With the Confederate and Union
armies furiously fighting, the once-steadfast bond between
the Main and Hazard families continues to be tested. From
opposite sides of the conflict, they face heartache and
triumph on the frontlines as they fight for the future of the
nation and their loved ones. With his impeccable research
and unfailing devotion to the historical record, John Jakes
offers his most enthralling and enduring tale yet. In Heaven
and Hell, the battle between the Mains and Hazards—and
Confederate and Union armies—comes to a brilliant end. The
last days of the Civil War bring no peace for the Main and
Hazard families. As the Mains’ South smolders in the ruins of
defeat, the Hazards’ North pushes blindly for relentless
industrial progress. Both the nation and the families’ longstanding bond hover on the brink of destruction. In the series’
epic conclusion, Jakes expertly blends personal conflict with
historical events, crafting a haunting page-turner about
America’s constant change and unyielding hope. This
“entertaining [and] authentic dramatization” (The New York
Times) is a thrilling tale of shifting loyalties, set during one of
the darkest moments in American history.

North and South
North and South is a social novel published in 1854 by
English writer Elizabeth Gaskell. With Wives and Daughters
(1865) and Cranford (1853), it is one of her best-known
novels and was adapted for television three times (1966,
1975 and 2004). The latter version renewed interest in the
novel and attracted a wider readership.

Unconfined Open Water Disposal for Dredged
Material, Phase II (north and South Puget Sound)
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